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Cleansing Your Energy Field

Just as we need to cleanse our physical body, we need to cleanse our energy field. Cleansing the energy around you 
will help in making you feel lighter and more vibrant. It will also promote clear thinking, free blockages and allow you to 
be a channel for communicaon with Spirit.

The Screen Door Exercise . . .  

TTake a few deep breaths and become comfortable in your seat. Take another very deep breath and forcibly expel it get-
ng rid of any stale air in your lungs. Imagine yourself on one side of an old-fashioned wooden screen door. The frame 
of the door is made up of wood and the rest is enrely made up of wire mesh screen. As you face this door, sense this 
transparent version of yourself moving through the mesh part. Much of the unwanted thought forms of fear, worry, 
doubt, unpleasant memories of past experiences, or any other negave thoughts embedded in your field to be auto-
macally filtered out the moment you pass through the screen. Visualize these energies as some sort of residue le 
stuck to the screen mesh. Sense or feel what it is like to be lighter and more like your genuine self with these toxic en-
ergies beginning to be removed from you.

Now in your mind, place another screen door in front of you comprised of an even finer wire mesh. Now step through 
it. Actually, feel any lingering nasty residue being pulled from your transparent body and le behind on the screen. See 
or sense yourself in your mind’s eye as bright, light-filled, and purified of all that is not your true and joyful essence.

Again, in your mind, construct as many addional screens doors as you need--each succeeding screen containing an 
even finer wire mesh. Step through each one as before. Do this for as many screens as needed to completely free your 
body of lingering unwanted dark energy pockets.

WWhen you are finished and sasfied with how you feel, turn around and thinking of your forefinger as an imaginary 
wand, point it at the screens and dissolve the negave energies le on all the screen doors with your mind. This act 
transforms the old energies into a posive energy essence. Now imagine this energy fading away and disperse it into 
the universe willing it to “harm none.” By doing this last part, you are insuring theses negave energies will not float out 
into the world and aach to others.

IIn closing this exercise, imagine now a newly purified you filled with vibrant bright colors within you and all around you. 
Turn these colors into a brilliant gold light. Seal yourself within that light and come back to full wakefulness. Take in a 
deep breath and forcibly expel it.

A Quick and Powerful Clearing and Cleansing Technique:

In a sing or standing posion, say to yourself or aloud:

“I am the Light . . . the Light is in me . . . the Light moves through me . . . the Light surrounds me . . . The Light protects 
me.” 

* *  As you repeat this several mes, envision that light moving around and through you and that you are now fully pro-
tected from unwanted energies and thought forms.

Another powerful clearing statement is:

I and Source are One.
I stand in Christ Light.
I am Light, I am Light, I am Christ Light.

Feel that Light as a part of you, shining radiantly through you and around you.


